Beachy by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 30 inches

Beads and other products needed for one necklace:

1 - Size 8 Silver Lined Matte Transparent Light Amber Round Japanese Seed Bead (SB1114)
1 - Size 8 Gold Lined Transparent Chlorine Green Round Japanese Seed Bead (SB1185)
1 - Size 8 Sparkly Aqua Lined Clear Round Japanese Seed Bead (SB1303)
1 - Size 8 Duracoat Opaque Dyed Celedon Blue Round Japanese Seed Beads by Miyuki - 4475 (SB7501)
1 - Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads by Toho - 2600F (SB7170)
1 - Pewter Home Bead by Green Girl Studios - 21x16mm (GG2320)
36 inches - Base Metal 1.5mm Oval Cable Chain - Antique Silver
30 inches - Base Metal 3.75mm Pinch Bead Chain - Antique Silver (CN6005)
5 - 4.5mm Antique Silver Plated Brass 21 Gauge Open Jump Ring (BM0426)
1 - Round Artistic Wire - Stainless Steel - 22 gauge (AW2316)

Tools needed to complete the necklace:

Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutters

Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:

Simple Loop
Wire Wrapped Link
Messy Wire Wrapped Link
Instructions to complete “Beachy” necklace:

Step 1
For the first chain tassel component – Cut a 2 inch piece of chain. Open a 4.5mm Jump Ring and string on a Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Bead and one end of the 2 inch chain piece.

Repeat this step with the other four colors of seed beads.

Step 2
For the second chain tassel component – Cut a 1 inch piece of chain and a 1/2 inch piece of chain. Using the artistic wire, make a simple loop link with 3 of the Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads. Connect the two pieces of chain to either end of the simple loop link.

Repeat this step with the other four colors of seed beads.

Step 3
For the Third chain tassel component – Cut a 1 1/2 inch piece of chain and a 3 link piece of chain. Using the artistic wire, make a simple loop link with 3 of the Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads. Connect the two pieces of chain to either end of the simple loop link.

Repeat this step with the other four colors of seed beads.

Step 4
Using the Artistic Wire, make a large wire wrap link loop. On the first end, slide all fifteen pieces of the chain tassels you’ve made in steps 1-3 onto the first side of the link. We strung them up in this order and orientation –
First chain tassel component with the Size 8 Silver Lined Matte Transparent Light Amber Round Japanese Seed Bead
Third chain tassel component with the Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads by Toho - 2600F – Short link side up
First chain tassel component with the Size 8 Sparkly Aqua Lined Clear Round Japanese Seed Bead
Second chain tassel component with the Size 8 Gold Lined Transparent Chlorine Green Round Japanese Seed Bead – Short link side up
Third chain tassel component with the Size 8 Sparkly Aqua Lined Clear Round Japanese Seed Bead – Long link side up
Second chain tassel component with the Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads by Toho - 2600F – Long link side up
First chain tassel component with the Size 8 Duracoat Opaque Dyed Celedon Blue Round Japanese Seed Beads by Miyuki - 4475
Third chain tassel component with the Size 8 Gold Lined Transparent Chlorine Green Round Japanese Seed Bead – Short link side up
Second chain tassel component with the Size 8 Duracoat Opaque Dyed Celedon Blue Round Japanese Seed Beads by Miyuki - 4475 – Long link side up
First chain tassel component with the Size 8 Semi-Glazed Opaque Lemongrass Round Japanese Seed Beads by Toho - 2600F
Third chain tassel component with the Size 8 Silver Lined Matte Transparent Light Amber Round Japanese Seed Bead – Long link side up
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Second chain tassel component with the Size 8 Sparkly Aqua Lined Clear Round Japanese Seed Bead – Short link side up

First chain tassel component with the Size 8 Gold Lined Transparent Chlorine Green Round Japanese Seed Bead

Second chain tassel component with the Size 8 Silver Lined Matte Transparent Light Amber Round Japanese Seed Bead – Long link side up

Third chain tassel component with the Size 8 Duracoat Opaque Dyed Celedon Blue Round Japanese Seed Beads by Miyuki – 4475 – Short link side up

Once all the chain pieces are on the wire, wrap the loop closed.

**Step 5**
String on the Green Girl House Bead. Make the loop for the wire wrap link on the top of the house. Attach both ends of the 30 inch piece of pinch chain to the loop. Make a messy wire wrap loop on the top side of the house.

*For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at FusionBeads.com!*